ENTRY FORM.
Lochaber Yacht Club.
RS400 Scottish Tour 2019, final event.
21st/ 22nd September 2019.
Sail number.……….……........Helm......................................................Crew.......................................................
Contact Details
Address................................................................................................................................................................
Postcode..............................................................................................................................................................
Phone number......................................................................................................................................................
Emergency contact..............................................................................................................................................
Sailing Club..........................................................................................................................................................
This Declaration must be signed.
I agree to be bound by the Racing Rules of Sailing and all other rules that govern this event. In particular I
have read the section of covering the risk statement, and agree to the statements contained in it. Risk
Statement: Rule 4 of the RRS states: “The responsibility for a boat’s decision to participate in a race or
continue to race/participate is hers alone” and that sailing is by its nature an unpredictable sport and
therefore inherently involves an element of risk. By taking part in the event, each competitor agrees and
acknowledges that:
a. They are aware of the inherent element of risk involved in the sport and accept responsibility for the
exposure of themselves, their crew and their boat to such inherent risk whilst taking part in the event;
b. They are responsible for the safety of themselves, their crew, their boat and their other property whether
afloat or ashore;
c. They accept responsibility for any injury, damage or loss to the extent caused by their own actions or
omissions;
d. Their boat is in good order, equipped to sail in the event and they are fit to participate;
e. The provision of a race management team, patrol boats if any and other officials and volunteers by the
event organiser does not relieve them of their own responsibilities;
f. The provision of patrol boat cover if any is limited to such assistance, particularly in extreme weather
conditions, as can practically be provided in the circumstances;
g. Personal buoyancy shall be worn by all competitors whilst afloat;
h. Their boat is required to hold adequate insurance and in particular, to hold insurance against third party
claims in the sum of at least £3,000,000.
The information you provide in this form will be used solely for dealing with you as a temporary member of
LYC. LYC has its own data protection policies. Your data will be stored and used in accordance with these
policies. It will be destroyed when the event is completed, unless the law requires it to be further retained
(e.g. for accounts). Please raise any queries concerning this policy with the Hon Sec. The Policy details how
personal data is processed to enable the Club to perform its contracts with members and temporary
members concerning participation in LYC events. Data is retained for the legitimate interests of LYC in
operating a sailing event. The Club may arrange for photographs or videos of racing and other activities,
these may be published on the Club website or social media. If you consent to you/your child’s image being
used by the Club in this way, then please tick here. □
Signed ………………………………….……………...............................................................................................
Name ………………………………………............................................................................................................
Date of birth (if under 18)..................................................................................................................……............
Entry Fee: £30 (pay on the day).
Curry at LYC on Saturday £10- (pay on the day). Please pre-order by email: lochaber400@gmail.com
Parent or Guardian Declarations (Required if the helm is under 18) Under law, this helm is my dependent
and I accept the safety section of the notices above and agree to the statements contained within it. I confirm
that my dependent is competent to take part and I am responsible for my dependent throughout the event.
During the time my dependent is afloat I will be around Lochaber YC or I will inform the Race Officer in
writing who is acting in loco parentis in my absence.
Signed ………………………………….………… Name ………………………………............................................
Address ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………...........

